We describe a novel single-coil mutual inductance technique for measuring the magnetic penetration depth of superconductors at 2-4 MHz as a function of temperature in the 4-100 K range. We combine a single-coil configuration with a high-stability marginal oscillator; this enables us to measure the absolute value of on both bulk samples and thin films with very high resolution (␦ϭ10 pm͒ and a precision of 30 nm. As example of application, we report measurements on NbTi bulk samples and Nb films. This contactless technique is suited for probing the superconducting properties of samples over large surfaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
The low-energy excitation spectrum of a superconductor determines all thermodynamic and electrodynamic properties of the superconducting state. The precise knowledge of this spectrum is required to evaluate the performances of applications like superconducting quantum interference devices ͑SQUIDs͒, filters, fault current limiters, magnets, etc. Furthermore, the symmetry of the excitation spectrum gives insight into the nature of the effective interaction responsible for the superconducting transition. In this respect, the experimental evidence for unconventional ͑or non-s͒ symmetry, such as p-or d-like, reported on most compounds of heavy fermions, 1 cuprates, 2,3 and rhutenates 4, 5 has attracted a great interest. However, most data, such as those based on SQUID experiments on cuprates, 3 are not conclusive or in contrast with other data. 6 Such discrepancy may be due to the extreme sensitivity of the spectrum to impurities or secondorder interactions that are not responsible for the pairing mechanism. 7 More systematic studies and more sensitive techniques are therefore needed to elucidate the nature of the superconducting state of complex materials.
Here we consider those experimental methods enabling the determination of the low-energy excitation spectrum of superconductors from measurements of the imaginary part of the complex conductivity i Љ at a given angular frequency
. From this quantity we can determine the magnetic penetration depth , which is related to the superfluid density n S . Two regions of temperatures are of interest: ͑1͒ in the vicinity of the transition temperature T c , Љ provide information on the critical behavior of the superconducting order parameter; ͑2͒ at low temperatures, TϷ0, the temperature dependence of reflects the size and symmetry of the superconducting gap function ⌬ k . In bulk samples and single crystals, is usually measured by using techniques based on cavity or muon-spin rotation techniques. The former technique is applicable to films if the sample can be mounted as an end plate to a host cavity. 8 This setup requires films with a well-defined shape prepared on substrates with low dielectric losses at microwave frequencies. Due to these limitations, superconducting films are commonly measured by the two-coil mutual inductance technique pioneered by Hebard and Fiory 9 and later modified by other authors. 10, 11 This technique has the advantage of being nondestructive and contact-less, but is suited only for samples with a well-defined thickness.
Here we describe a novel single-coil inductance technique enabling us to measure the absolute value of with very high resolution on any bulk or thin film samples, provided a flat surface of a few mm 2 is available. The single coil geometry, originally proposed by Gasparov and Oganesyan, 12 has the same advantages of the two-coil geometry and provides two additional advantages: ͑1͒ a better control of the sample-coil arrangement, implying an easier calibration for measuring the absolute value of , as discussed later; ͑2͒ a higher sensitivity to the variations of . Thanks to ͑2͒, it was possible to observe the Kosterlitz-ThoulessBerzinskii vortex-antivortex unbinding transition in ultrathin YBaCuO films. 13 The new setup of the single-coil technique presented here combines the simplicity of the single-coil configuration with the high frequency stability ͑ϳ0.2 Hz͒ of a specially designed marginal oscillator ͑see Ref. 14 and Fig.  1͒ . Thanks to this arrangement, the resolution in the measurement of has been further enhanced and is now in the 10 pm range.
This article is organized as follows: ͑i͒ we summarize the basic principle of operation of the experimental technique ͑Sec. II͒; ͑ii͒ we outline the inversion procedure used to convert the raw data into data of and recall the basic equations of electrodynamics of superconductors ͑Sec. III͒. A review on these equations is given elsewhere; 8 ͑iii͒ we describe the experimental setup adopted ͑Sec IV͒; ͑iv͒ as example of application, we report measurements on reference NbTi bulk samples and Nb films ͑Sec. V͒.
II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The single-coil inductance technique described here is based on the same principle as reported elsewhere.
12,13 is measured as a change of impedance ⌬Z of a pancake coil located in the proximity of the sample and connected in parallel with a low-loss capacitor. The bridge method used previously 12, 13 for measuring ⌬Z has limited frequency resolution due to the typically low Q value of the resonant LC circuit ͓we recall that Q Ϫ1 ϭR/L, see also Eq. ͑1͔͒. We have significantly enhanced this resolution by connecting the above LC circuit at the input of a marginal oscillator ͑see Figs. 1 and 2͒. The principle of operation of this device is described in detail elsewhere; 14 in summary, a change of impedance of the LC circuit is detected as a change of resonant frequency f and amplitude V of the oscillating signal. The LC parameters are chosen to set f at 2-4 MHz, which is within the range of optimum operation of the oscillator. Without sample, these parameters fall in the 2-8 H and 0.5-1 nF range, respectively. The very high sensitivity of the method arises from the strong mutual inductance between sample and coil in the single-coil geometry, in addition to the very high frequency stability of the oscillator. The successful application of the above principle of operation requires:
͑1͒ an adequate procedure for converting the raw f and V data into data of . This procedure is an inversion procedure, since appears in implicit form in the final Eq. ͑9͒;
͑2͒ any temperature-dependent changes of impedance detected by the oscillator must only arise from a change of conductivity of the sample. Thus, we must prevent any parameter of the circuit, except the sample, from changing with temperature.
The above two points are discussed in Secs. III and IV.
III. BASIC EQUATIONS: INVERSION PROCEDURE
This procedure consists of two steps. First, the raw data of frequency f and amplitude V of the oscillation are trans- formed into data of impedance Z of the coil. Second, the Z values are converted into values of of the sample. As to the first step, the resonant circuit of Fig. 1 is characterized by the following resonant frequency f ϵ/2:
where C is the capacitance and L and R are, respectively, the inductance and resistance of the coil coupled to the sample. In Eq. ͑1͒ we emphasize that C is temperature independent, since the capacitor is kept at 4.2 K while L and R both vary with temperature, since they depend on sample conductivity. The dependence of V on Z is obtained from the nonlinear ͑I-V͒ characteristic of the oscillator
where ␣ and ␤ are two characteristic parameters of the oscillator. By inverting the system formed by Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, the impedance Z ϵR ϩiL of the coil can be extracted from the raw f and V data. Here we limit our discussion to the variations of L ͑and hence of ͒. The reason is twofold. First, we focus our attention on the low-temperature region where dissipation phenomena are usually negligible. Second, a quantitative study of the above phenomena would require a modification of our experimental setup according to the following considerations. From Eq. ͑1͒ it follows that the frequency change ⌬ f induced by a change of inductance ⌬L or resistance
2 R⌬R, respectively. By taking into account the above typical values for L and C and that Rϭ0.2 ⍀ without sample, we conclude that the resolution ␦L and ␦R of a 0.2 Hz resolution measurement is 100 fH and 5 m⍀, respectively. In our arrangement frequency measurements are therefore sensitive to tiny variations of L but less sensitive to variations of R. Loss measurements by measuring frequency changes are possible if ⌬R is large enough, i.e., in the normal state or in the superconducting state sufficiently near the transition. 15 This case is not treated here. Sample-induced changes of resistance could be more easily measured as a change of the oscillation amplitude V ͓see Eq. ͑2͔͒. However, the calibration of the I-V characteristics of the oscillator, which determines the parameters ␣ and ␤, would require a modification of the circuit to achieve the necessary thermal stability.
The second step of the inversion procedure requires solving Maxwell's equations in the coil-sample geometry ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . The sample is modeled as an infinite slab of thickness d. This approximation neglects finite-size effects, which is correct if the coil dimension is much smaller than the sample dimension. Numerical simulations indicate that this condition is fulfilled in samples larger than Ϸ4 mm. By explicitly separating the current density in the coil j ,coil from that of the sample j ,sample we write in the London gauge (div Aϭ0)
We consider the case of low frequencies within the limit of validity of Ohm's law; we then write
The validity of the local Ohm's law implies one-mode electrodynamics; this restricts the validity of the analysis to the vortex-free states ͑Meissner and normal states͒. As recently shown, 16 the presence of vortices entails a two-mode electrodynamics, respectively associated with vortex line tension and viscous drag. This significantly affects both the inductive and resistive linear response of a superconductor. By inserting Eq. ͑4͒ into Eq. ͑3͒, the solution for the field A becomes a function of j ,coil and , where the latter is the only free parameter. The former is a known function, pro- vided that the geometry of the current distribution in the coil and the distance of the coil-sample is known ͑see the Appendix͒. The perturbation of the field produced by the sample is detected as a change of coil impedance Z . By definition
͑5͒
where I is the current flowing through the coil and the path integral is calculated along the spiral forming the coil. The wire forming the latter is modeled as if it were infinitely thin; this approximation is valid because the wire diameter is much thinner than the skin depth at the working frequency. In this case, following the formalism proposed by Pearl, 17 the explicit dependence of Z on can be calculated exactly. The result is the following ͑see the Appendix for more details on the algebra͒:
where Z 0, is the value of Z without sample and is calculated separately only once. M (␥) depends only on the coil geometry and coil-sample distance h ͑see Ref. 11, Fig. 2 and the Appendix͒, ␥ is a wave number in the xy plane, and l is a complex length defined as
This distance is reduced to the London penetration depth for superconductors in the London regime considered here ͓see Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͔͒. M (␥) plays the role of mutual inductance between coil and sample at a given wave number ␥. The range of values ␥ giving the dominant contribution to M (␥) is on the order of the inverse of the internal diameter of the coil. In our case, ␥ ϳ4ϫ10 3 m Ϫ1 , as it appears from the numerical example given in Fig. 3 .
Thanks to Eq. ͑6͒, in principle we can measure the complex conductivity of any sample ͑superconducting or not͒ by measuring the variation ⌬Z ϵZ ϪZ 0, of coil impedance.
Here we consider only the specific case of a superconducting sample in the London regime, which is valid sufficiently far
Ϫ4 T in proximity of the sample, which is our case, the frequency is found to be independent from the amplitude. The electromagnetic response of the sample is then mostly diamagnetic and losses are negligible. The explicit expression of the complex conductivity becomes
͑8͒
By replacing the above expression into Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒, we obtain the final expression for the variation of coil inductance
In summary, when the coil is placed close to the superconducting sample as shown in Fig. 2 , in the London regime, mainly the inductive part of the coil impedance is changed. This change is detected as a change of frequency f and converted into variation of thanks to Eq. ͑9͒.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A schematic diagram is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The core of the setup is a precision miniaturized pancake coil made of a 18 m diam copper wire. The internal and external coil diameters are 0.5 and 0.8-0.9 mm, respectively, depending on the number of turns ͓see Fig. 1͑b͔͒ . Typically, the winding consists of 9-11 sheets of 8-10 turns each. As previously mentioned, the resulting self-inductance L 0 falls in the 2-8 H range. The capacitor is a low-loss monolithic multilayer ceramic chip of 0.5-1 nF with very high temperature stability.
The coil-sample arrangement has been designed to satisfy two requirements:
͑1͒ to control the sample-coil distance h as much as possible to precisely measure the absolute value of . Indeed, from Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑A3͒ it follows that an uncertainty ␦h in the measure of h produces an uncertainty ␦Ϸ␦h/2h␥ for bulk samples. For thin films, in the above expression, must be replaced by the effective penetration depth coth(d/). Similar considerations are extensively discussed in Refs. 18 and 19 for the two-coil geometry, where the relative position of the second ͑pickup͒ coil with respect to the first ͑drive͒ coil constitutes an additional parameter to be controlled for achieving the desired precision and resolution of the measurement.
͑2͒ To minimize heat conduction between sample and coil. This is necessary to prevent any temperature-induced changes of coil resistance, since the oscillator is sensitive to every tiny change of impedance in any points of the input circuit. So, while changing the sample temperature, the coil and the other parts of the circuit must be kept at constant temperature. In order to fulfill both conditions, we have thermally isolated the sample from the coil by positioning three Ϸ0.5 mm diam SiO 2 beads between the sapphire block supporting the coil and the sample surface ͓see Fig. 2͑a͔͒ . The resulting coil-sample spacing is Ϸ0.1 mm. This distance is precisely estimated by measuring a reference sample with a known value of . The heat conduction between sample and coil is negligible thanks to the low residual helium pressure inside the cryostat (Ͻ10 Ϫ6 Torr͒. To avoid any temperature variation of circuit parameters, the coil and capacitance are thermalized by a copper heat sink at 4.2 K. The coil is placed onto a sapphire block to avoid the induction of parasitic currents and ensure best thermal contact with the heat sink. The sample is thermalized by a copper sample holder.
In summary, heat conduction between sample and coil is minimized thanks to the modest thermal conductivity of glass and the tiny surface of the beads in contact with the coil holder. The effectiveness of this arrangement to keep all objects, except the sample, at constant temperature is confirmed by the negligible background signal obtained without sample. The drift signal arising from the electronic circuit is minimized by regulating the temperature of the circuit at a value slightly larger than room temperature.
As for the control of the sample-coil distance h, our measurements of frequency changes without sample indicate that h is not affected by thermal expansion effects of the glass beads. Indeed, if the latter were significantly heated by the sample, their expansion would be Ͻ5 nm below 50 K and Ͻ20 nm below 100 K thanks to the small thermal expansion coefficient of glass. 20 Such variations would correspond to frequency variations ϳϪ0.1 Hz/nm. The observed variations are within the stability level of the oscillator at temperatures below 100 K, so we conclude that thermal expansion effects are within the experimental resolution below 100 K. Other sources of systematic errors in the measurement of are the imperfect parallelism between sample and coil and the precision of the coil impedance measurement. Ultimately, the latter turns out to be the dominant factor limiting the precision of our measurements of ; in the present arrangement we estimate this precision to be ϳ30 nm. On the other hand, the very high stability of the oscillator, in addition to negligible background signal and heat expansion effects, enables us to achieve a very high resolution ␦. From Eq. ͑9͒ and Fig. 3 and by recalling that ␦LϷ100 fH, we obtain ␦Ϸ10 pm.
V. APPLICATION TO NbTi AND Nb SAMPLES
In Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ we report the raw amplitude and frequency data obtained on a standard NbTi bulk sample and a 120 nm thick Nb film prepared on ͑111͒ Si by magnetron sputtering. These two materials are taken as reference to test the reliability of the technique, since it has been reported on both 21, 22 that the temperature dependence of follows the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer ͑BCS͒ prediction for conventional superconductors with a nearly isotropic s-wave gap. This prediction is obtained by assuming the BCS energy spectrum ⑀ k in the usual Fermi liquid-like expression for the normal fraction of the total electron density ͑Ref. 23͒
where f is the Fermi distribution function. At sufficiently low temperatures, Eq. ͑10͒ tend to the well-known exponential form (T)Ϫ(0)ϰexp(Ϫ⌬/k B T), which has been experimentally confirmed in other BCS-type superconductors, such as NbCN films. 18 From Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ we note the following: ͑1͒ the superconducting transition manifests itself as a jump of the resonant frequency f; this corresponds to the screening effect of the supercurrents in the sample that reduce the coil inductance ͓see Eq. ͑1͔͒. The transition temperatures are 8.9 and 9.1 K for the NbTi and Nb samples, respectively; both values are in the range of values reported in the literature. 21, 22, 24 The transition begins just before the end of the tail of the resistive transition; ͑2͒ across the transition, the amplitude V of the oscillating signal is influenced by two factors with opposite effects ͓see Eq. ͑2͔͒: V tends to increase because of the drop of sample resistance and to decrease because of the drop of coil inductance. The first effect dominates in samples with thickness larger than the skin depth, as our NbTi bulk samples, where the absorption of the electromagnetic field is large in the normal state. The increase of dissipation in the transition region is usually small in these samples and hardly visible as a dip of amplitude. As a result, a jump of amplitude similar to that of frequency is observed in the temperature dependence. In thin films, as our Nb films, the absorp- FIG. 4 . Example of application of the technique to a NbTi bulk sample ͑a͒ and a 120 nm thick Nb film prepared on Si by magnetron sputtering ͑b͒. For both samples, the raw frequency f and oscillation amplitude V data are plotted as a function of temperature. In ͑b͒, the missing data in the transition region are due to the decrease of the Q value of the oscillator below the threshold value enabling the oscillation ͓see Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͔͒.
tion of the field is negligible in the normal state. In this case the amplitude variations are mainly determined by the drop of coil inductance and the amplitude at low temperatures is smaller than at high temperatures. As a result the above dip becomes pronounced. Below a given threshold value of quality factor Q, no oscillation is possible ͓see Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͔͒, which is indeed the case of the Nb film in Fig. 4͑b͒ .
In Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒ we reported the same raw data converted into data by using Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑2͒, and ͑9͒. As to the temperature dependence of these data, we find an excellent agreement with Eq. ͑10͒ by assuming a conventional isotropic BCS spectrum. In the latter, we have incorporated the exact temperature dependence of the gap by using Mü-hlschlegel's table. 25 The fit of the experimental data enables us to determine the zero-temperature value of . We obtain 163 and 84Ϯ30 nm for the NbTi and Nb samples, respectively. These values as well fall within the range reported in the literature. 21, 22, 24 In the case of Nb, for example, the reported values vary from 43 to 120 nm depending on the degree of sample purity. 24 Indeed, we recall that we measure an effective magnetic penetration depth . In presence of impurities and disorder, is usually larger than the London penetration depth by a factor ͱ1ϩ 0 /l, where 0 and l are, respectively, the BCS zero-temperature superconducting coherence length and the mean free path of the charge carriers. 8 As to the temperature dependence of near the transition point, an appreciable deviation from the BCS theoretical prediction is observed only in the NbTi sample. The breakdown of the London regime is indeed expected in this temperature region because of dissipative phenomena produced by vortex dynamics, for example. 16 It has been known for many years that these phenomena are more relevant in alloys, such as NbTi, than in pure metal, such as Nb. This is consistent with our experimental result that no appreciable deviation from the BCS prediction is found in our Nb film at any temperature. In conclusion, the above comparison of our data with published data obtained by using various techniques indicates the reliability of the single-coil technique presented here.
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APPENDIX
To solve Eq. ͑3͒, we note that the current density distribution j coil in the coil lies in the ͑xy͒ plane of the sample. Therefore, there is no net current flowing along the perpendicular ͑z͒ direction. For simplicity, we consider a sample with isotropic conductivity in the plane to avoid complication in the formulas. By rewriting Eq. ͑3͒ in cylindrical coordinates, only the orthoradial component A of the vector potential A is nonzero and we obtain ٌ 2 A ͑ ,z ͒ϭϪ 0 ͓ j ,coil ͑ ,z ͒ϩiH d ͑ Ϫz ͒A ͑ ,z ͔͒, ͑A1͒
where the origin and direction of the z axis are chosen as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ , the subscripts have been omitted, H d (z) is the Heaviside function, whose value is unity in the ͓0,d͔ interval and zero elsewhere, and d is the thickness of the sample. The current density distribution in the coil formed by L sheets and M turns in the same sheet is modeled as follows:
␦͑ϪRϪm⌬R͒, ͑A2͒
where I is the current flowing in the coil, ␦ is the delta distribution, h is the sample-coil distance, R is the internal coil radius, and ⌬h and ⌬R are the spacings between adjacent sheets and adjacent turns, respectively, in the same sheet ͓see also Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . Following Pearl, 17 Eq. ͑A1͒ can be solved exactly. The result is Eq. ͑6͒ where the explicit expression for the function M (␥) of mutual inductance is reported below FIG. 5 . Conversion of the raw data of Fig. 4 into data by using the conversion formula Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑2͒, and ͑9͒. The solid line represents a fit of the data by using the BCS prediction ͓Eq. ͑10͔͒ for conventional s-wave weak-coupling superconductors. For the NbTi sample, the deviation of the data from the above prediction near the transition is discussed in the text.
where ␥ is a wave number and J 1 is the first order Bessel function. In Fig. 3 we report a plot of M (␥) for typical parameters of our experimental setup.
